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TE John Bates 
 

On what his interaction was with Washington leading up to the draft: 

“I had a few conversations with some of the people in the organization and a conversation with [Head] Coach 

[Ron Rivera] a couple weeks back and so we had really good conversations and everything went really well. 

Coming out of all those conversations Washington was a real possibility and we made it happen. Super 

grateful.” 

 

On if his conversation with Head Coach Ron Rivera was one-on-one: 

“Yes, it was just a one-on-one with Coach Rivera.” 

 

On if he had one-on-ones with other head coaches: 

“I think that was kind of a unique thing. He was the only one-on-one with a head coach and that was a really 

cool opportunity to meet him and talk about life and football. It was great.” 

 

On what type of player, he is: 

“I definitely see myself as a really well-rounded tight end. I take a lot of pride in the run game and try to be an 

effective run blocker and I also feel like I can stretch the field and make big, big plays and being able to do a 

little bit of everything.” 

 

On if he feels he will be as effective on green grass versus blue turf: 

“Yeah, beside practicing on the blue [field] for the most part every day, it’s not too big of a big transition. 

Obviously, I've played on a lot of turf and green surfaces before so it should be no issue.” 

 

On what he would like to improve on his game: 

“I think just continuing to be as well-rounded tight end as I can possibly be. I want to get better in the pass game 

as a route runner in general, but I'll continue to work on everything and keep perfecting on my craft with the 

emphasis on being a well-rounded tight end.” 

 

On if he knew how the draft would shake out for him: 

“I had a little bit of an idea with conversation with my agent. I did not necessarily have an idea of a specific 

team that was going to pick me but had an idea of an area where a couple team might try to and was really 

hopeful for that. 

  

On if he thought he would be selected to be picked in the fourth round: 

“I really heard throughout this whole thing heard anywhere from four to seven and fortunately had a good 

relationship with Washington and was super happy with the result.” 

 

On if he thought his performance at the senior bowl helped his stock: 



 

 

“I think it definitely did. I was able to showcase in the run game and pass game quite a bit. I was super grateful 

for the opportunity and I did think it helped me out a little bit.” 

 

On what makes him unique as a player: 

“At Boise State we used anywhere from one to four tight ends and our offense was very unique in how we used 

our terms of how we used our players and shifting and motioning on probably 80 percent of plays. In my career 

there, I played Y in-line, X split out wide, played full back in the backfield and had to do it numerous times so I 

think I bring a lot of versatility to the tight end position and experience in being able to play in a different spot 

on the field.” 

On if Washington talked to him about that versatility: 

“I don't think it was really a big emphasis on what we talked about, so not really.” 

 

On what he can add to special teams: 

“Definitely being able to contribute on special teams for the team. [At] Boise State I had a ton of career snaps at 

special teams. I played it all four years that I played and have a ton of experience at it and think it’s something I 

can bring to the table as well.” 

 

On if he watched the breakout season of TE Logan Thomas last season: 

“To be honest, it’s not something I looked at, but I do know that Washington has a great group of tight ends.” 

 

On how his track and field background helps: 

“I think just athleticism in general. I was really grateful to do track and field and do numerous events in track 

and field and I think having that track background being able to work different muscles has helped me become a 

better athlete and I’m grateful for that.” 

 

S Darrick Forrest 
 
On what his interaction was with Washington leading up to the draft: 
“I feel like they were on me heavy. They saw that I had special teams value. I met with two of the special teams coaches 

and all of the [defensive back] coaches. It was exciting. They were on me heavy. I talked to them, I want to say three or 

four times and I had a Zoom call with them.” 

 
On if they talked to him about where they envisioned him playing: 
“Yes ma’am. They sold me on special teams. I played flank at [University of Cincinnati] and had a lot of excellent tackles 

and they feel I can come in and be a dog. That was my main value. I can hold value at safety too, but on special teams I 

want to make my role.” 
 
On what it was like getting the call to the NFL: 
“It was so exciting getting that call. My whole family was around and I was telling everyone to be quiet because my 

phone is vibrating and I get on there and the first thing [Head] Coach [Ron Rivera] asked me is if I was ready to a part of 

the Washington Football Team and I said absolutely and I got a little bit emotional with my family around. It’s a dream of 

mine. I made a bet with my sister that I would make it to the NFL, $50. I think I'm going to have to hold her accountable 

to that.” 

 
On the bet with his sister: 
“She’s here now so she’s going to have to pay up now.” 
 
On what his skillset is at safety: 



 

 

“I feel comfortable at the strong safety spot but if you watch film, a lot of my interceptions came from the post so at the 

free safety spot I can still play there. I feel like I’m pretty versatile and either one I hold great value, so either position I 

get at, I put in a lot of production and either one I can be great at.” 
 
On where the pride in his special teams play comes from: 
“I feel like that pride comes from effort. If you want to do anything that’s best for the team, you’re going to get out there 

on special teams and do your best each and every play, each and every down. If you have that pride and you have that 

effort, that’s all you need.” 

 
On preparing for the NFL Draft during a pandemic: 
“It’s been very difficult from a mental standpoint, from a physical standpoint but it’s left me a lot of room to train so I’ve 

been trying to perfect the little things coaches have been telling me improve on and I’ve been trying to stay in shape so 

when rookie mini-camp comes I can be in great shape and go out there and show what I can do.” 
 
On what he has been specially working on at the safety position: 
“Staying in great position when it comes to tackling and practicing my footwork and technique when it comes to man 

coverage. Those were some things that were some challenges for me during my last year so I wanted to correct those 

things so that I can transition into the league and be a great player.” 
 
On what stood out to him during the pre-draft process with Washington: 
“After my Zoom meeting, they told me I did great. I want to say I spoke my mind, I showed I had the football knowledge 

to play in the NFL, they told me they were very impressed and the Zoom calls really made me stand out. I’m a captain on 

the UC football team and I played four years.” 

 
On what number he’s interested in: 
“I’ll take whatever number they give me and when I feel like I earned a number, then I’ll go after a number.” 

 
On if he thinks of himself as a big hitter: 
“Absolutely. That’s why I said I like to play the strong safety spot because I like to be close to the line of scrimmage to 

lay those hits. It gives momentum to me, my teammates and the whole team. Momentum goes a long way in football. I 

like laying those big hits and I feel like it’s a big part of my game.” 
 
On if that’s something that comes natural or if he learned it: 
“I feel like that’s how I've always played because I feel like I express my emotions on the field and you can let those 

emotions out so whatever I deal with off the field, I go on the field and I express that emotion and I feel like that’s why I 

lay those big hits.” 

 
On where he feels he grew as a player while at Cincinnati: 
“I’ll say I most grew as a leader and communicator in that secondary. We had a great secondary over the past three 

seasons and I grew as a leader in that secondary and I made sure everyone was accountable and we practiced like 

champions. We changed that program and we became champions and I feel like we did some great things.” 
 
On why communicating that you understand a question is important: 
“Absolutely because miscommunication can lead to a lot of bad things. Communication is a good thing and that's one 

thing that was a point of emphasis at Cincinnati for me just because I’m on the back end, they called me the quarterback 

of the defense so if I'm not communicating, the defense isn’t running efficiently.” 
 
On his interaction with Special Teams Coach Nate Kaczor: 



 

 

“He was a guy that was straight to his word. He knew exactly what he wanted. He knew exactly what he wanted out of a 

player and he communicated that to me, and he felt like I was a great fit for that. I want to thank him for putting me in this 

opportunity and putting me in this position. I probably wouldn’t be here without him.” 
 

LS Camaron Cheeseman 
 
On sitting out this past season: 
“When I ended up leaving Michigan, it was tough because the future was unknown as far as I knew I was a year behind 

other prospects. To get the opportunity to play in the Senior Bowl, I definitely think that helped propel me. I was still 

working, I was still lifting, I was still snapping. I was in that position at that time and I was still unsure. Now having this 

opportunity, I couldn't ask for anything else. This is everything I’ve ever wanted. Especially being a long snapper and 

having an opportunity in a place like Washington, it’s going to be awesome. I’m beyond blessed and excited.” 

 
On applying to dental school last fall: 
“In August of 2020 I took the dental admission exam. I don’t know if you’ve heard of the MCAT for med school, it’s 

basically the same thing. I ended up doing 93 percentile on that and I wanted to go to dental school. I’ve had a dream to be 

a medical professional of some kind along with a desire to play football professionally. I ended up applying to dental 

school last fall and I did get accepted to both Michigan and Ohio State while this was going on and I had both of these 

options side-by-side. At the end of the day, I'm in a good position, but football is my No. 1 and dental school will be there. 

I wanted to give football a chance. I’m not going to reapply 20 years down the road, whenever it may be whenever it’s all 

said and done. I put that as my emergency backup plan if I didn't get picked up or a team didn’t want me to try out.” 
 
On what started his interest in being a dentist: 
“I always wanted to go into the medical field and I wanted to go into emergency medicine until my junior year of college. 

After a shadowing experience, I wanted to explore other options. I got in touch with Dr. Jim McNamara and he became a 

mentor and I truly just fell in love with dentistry and I wanted to do professional medicine.”  

 
On balancing school and football: 
“I was a biology major. I found ways to take some of the harder classes in the spring and in the summer when I could take 

the class by itself. I was studying up late at night as soon as practice ended. I was the last to leave the academic center. It 

was a grind, it wasn’t easy. I found a way to get it done.”  
 
On his interaction with Washington leading up to the draft: 
“They reached out to me about a month and a half ago with an initial Zoom call and when I heard about Nick [Sundberg] 

and them not re-signing him, it intrigued me and I knew they would be looking for a long snapper, so I definitely had 

them at the top of my list throughout the draft process. I had a couple Zoom calls, I talked with [Special Teams] Coach 

[Nate] Kaczor and had a really good connection with him. I wouldn’t want to be with any other special teams coach. I 

love the guy, excited to get to work with him and the rest of the coaches. I did get a Washington hat before the draft in the 

event they took me, so I was prepared for that. I’m excited to wear it and get going.” 

 

DE William Bradley-King 
 
On if he is upset about not being drafted earlier: 
“Of course, I didn't like seeing guys I felt like aren’t nearly as good as me go before me, but I just feel like I’m built for 

this situation. The way I came up, nothing was ever easy and I just knew this situation wouldn’t get any easier.” 
 
On how much interaction he had with Washington before the draft: 
“I love Washington. I look up to [DEs] Montez Sweat and Chase Young. I really model my game after Chase Young and 

those are just some of the guys I study. I talked to Washington during the Senior Bowl and that's it.” 



 

 

 
On how he models his game after DE Chase Young: 
“Moves, we have the same time of playing style, the same type of tenacity. He uses double swipe a lot, stab-single, takes 

pride in his get off and I took some of those things and molded them in my own way.” 
 
On what he thinks teams missed about his game: 
“I think teams missed how perfect I want to be. I call myself the technician. I take pride in technique. I take pride in 

football IQ. I feel like I'm one of the smartest football players and one of the most sound football players that was in 

college football.”  

 

DE Shaka Toney 
 
On how much interaction he had with Washington before the draft: 
“I didn’t really have any. Well, I had one call with the outside linebackers coach, I thought that was a real good and 

productive call. But that was the only one I had between that and the Senior Bowl.” 
 
On if he got a chance to watch Washington’s defense last season: 
“Of course. I’m a defensive lineman so I’m always going to watch the best defensive lines, especially in the NFL. [DE] 

Chase Young, between him and [DE] Montez Sweat, whoever you want to say is the more dominant athlete. They’re both 

different breeds.” 

 
On what his expectations were leading up to the draft: 
“I didn’t really have too many expectations. I know I had good faith; I know I interviewed well. I had a lot of good 

interactions with teams. I thought I did well. I was praying for an opportunity. I wasn’t really worried, just wanted 

someone to believe in me honestly.”  
 
On what getting the call was like: 
“It popped up as scam likely, you know how iPhones do. But I’m answering any calls at this point and fortunately I did 

and it was [Head] Coach [Ron] Rivera and it felt good even though it was late that someone believed in me to give me 

that pick.” 
 

WR Dax Milne 
 
On how it feels to be drafted: 
“It’s been a rollercoaster for me throughout this whole process and especially throughout the draft. I’m so excited, so 

grateful to fulfill this lifelong dream to make it to the NFL. I'm just so glad the Washington Football Team believed in me 

enough to draft me right there at the end. Super grateful and super excited.” 
 
On if he had contact with Washington leading up to the draft: 
“Not much, not a lot. I was told that it’s often the team you don’t hear from the most and this case that’s kind of true. I did 

an interview with them one time I believe. Had some contact, but definitely wasn’t expecting it. For sure am happy about 

it.” 

 
On what the draft call was like: 
“The kind of things you expect. Congratulating me and telling me they’re happy to have me and can’t wait to get going.” 

 
On playing with BYU QB Zach Wilson 
“As you can guess, it was awesome playing with that caliber of QB. The plays we were able to make and the success we 

were able to have. It was one of the bigger reasons why I decided to forgo my senior year and prepare for the draft early. 



 

 

He was leaving and I realized it was an opportunity to ride this wave into the NFL. I’m just grateful Zach and I were able 

to have the success we had and both make it into the NFL is awesome.” 

 

 

 

 


